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INTRODUCTION
To make sense of the myriad new and existing products and services in the marketplace, consum
ers construct and use categorical representations to classify, interpret, and understand information
they receive about these products and services. We define a consumer category as a set of products,
services, brands, or other marketing entities, states, or events that appear, to the consumer, related
in some way. We define a categorical representation as information that becomes stored in the
cognitive system for a consumer category, and that is later used to process it.! One important use
of category representations is during categorization, when consumers use these representations
to assign a particular product or service to a consumer category, so that they can understand and
draw inferences about it. Consumers might classify a new product as an MP3 player on the basis of
prior knowledge about physical or functional features of MP3 players, for example, that MP3 play
ers store music efficiently, are small in size, and are rectangular in shape. Once the new product is
categorized, prior categorical information about MP3 players may also be used to make inferences
about unknown attributes or features of the new product, or to form an evaluation of the new
product.
From a marketing perspective, a number of questions about categorization have been examined
that have implications for marketing decision making. For example, how should a new product be
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positioned so that consumers can identify it as belonging to a particular product category? How can
it be differentiated from competitors in the same category? How should the structural aspects of a
product or consumer-relevant category be measured? What factors increase category flexibility and
acceptance of new category members? If a new product is introduced with an existing brand name
(e.g., Kraft microwave popcorn), how will the existing brand image (e.g., Kraft) affect its categori
zation? How will the image affect its acceptance? What contextual, environmental and individual
difference variables influence acceptance of a new category member (e.g., a brand extension)? Will
a brand (e.g., Kraft) be perceived differently if it includes a very different category (microwave pop
corn) than prior existing members of the category (macaroni and cheese, cheese slices, etc.)?
Research in consumer psychology has studied categorization concepts by examining prod
uct categories (e.g., Herr, 1989; Loken & Ward, 1990; Meyers-Levy & Tybout, 1989; Sujan, 1985;
Viswanathan & Childers, 1999), brand categories (e.g., Barone & Miniard, 2002; Boush & Loken,
1991; Boush et al., 1987; Cowley & Mitchell, 2003; Lee & Sternthal, 1999; Park, Milberg, & Law
son, 1991; Wanke, Bless, & Schwarz, 1998), goal-related categories (Ratneshwar, Barsalou, Pech
mann, & Moore, 2001; Ratneshwar, Pechmann, & Shocker, 1996; Ratneshwar & Shocker, 1991),
attribute-based categories (Hutchinson, Raman, & Mantrala, 1994), cultural categories (Aaker &
Lee, 2001; Briley & Wyer, 2002), product user categories (Pechmann & Knight, 2002), and the self
as a category (Sujan, Bettman, & Baumgartner, 1993; Aaker, 1999). In 1987, two decades ago, the
categorization literature was reviewed in two seminal consumer psychology publications (Alba
& Hutchinson, 1987; Cohen & Basu, 1987). At that time, the field of categorization research was
relatively new to consumer psychology researchers. Both reviews included discussions of the major
theories of categorization and empirical findings from publications in cognitive, social, and con
sumer psychology. Since that time, an upsurge of consumer research has occurred in the area of
branding, an area that draws heavily from categorization theories. Consumer research has also
shifted from an emphasis on brand and product benefits to an emphasis on consumer goals and
contextual factors that impact the types of representations retrieved from memory (Loken, 2006).
Research on consumer goals and contextual influences, like research on branding, draws heavily
from categorization research.
In the present chapter, we build on the 1987 reviews by addressing theoretical and empirical
research in consumer psychology in the subsequent two decades. The organization of this chapter
uses a framework that reflects the structure of the basic science underlying the reviewed research,
in particular addressing two general areas of study, category representation and category-based
inferences. Within each of these sections, we discuss the types of consumer research questions that
have been addressed. In the first general section, on category representation, we describe theory
and research that addresses the nature, structure, and functional location of category representa
tions. We provide a brief overview of the three prominent historical views of category representa
tion, including the prototype, exemplar, and connectionist views (for more extensive discussion of
these views, in cognitive psychology, see Barsalou, 2003a,b; Murphy, 2002; Smith & Medin, 1981;
for further discussion of prototype and exemplar views in consumer psychology, see Cohen &
Basu, 1987, Alba & Hutchinson, 1987).
Next we discuss the dual roles of category representations as both stabl~ and flexible. Flex
ibility of category representations has been shown in recent literature of consumer psychology in
the context of consumer goals and research on malleable self (and cultural) views. We also dis
cuss consumer research that addresses the question of the conditions under which a specific cat
egory representation will be activated in a given context. Finally, we close the topic of category
representations by addressing an emerging research direction within cognitive psychology on the
functional location of category representations in consumers' memory. We introduce Barsalou's
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(1999) proposition that representations reside in the brain's modality-specific systems. This work is
important because the assumptions underlying the nature and neural location of category repre
sentations in Barsalou's theory departs significantly from the assumptions underlying previously
developed theories. We review consumer research that is consistent with this theory and call for
future research that demonstrates and tests the theory in a variety of consumer contexts and across
different sensory modalities.
In the second general section of this chapter we examine the role of category-based inferences in
consumer judgments, particularly with respect to brand categories. Brand categorization research
emerges as a prominent research direction of the prior two decades, with researchers studying the
conditions under which category-based inferences are generated and used in judgments, particu
larly when a brand extension (a new category member) is introduced to the consumer. We examine
the role of similarity (e.g., between a category and a new category member) in forming category
inferences, together with when and how new instances of a category (e.g., new brand extensions)
impact existing category representations and vice versa. Also in the context of brand categories,
consumer researchers have examined factors that increase category expansion and acceptance
of new category members, or flexibility in category structure. We demonstrate that factors that
increase category expansion and flexibility often work through their impact on consumer per
ceptions of similarity. Building on research that addresses category structure and similiarity, we
analyze the important relationship between prototypicality and affect, and alternative theoretical
explanations for the conditions under which a positive relationship will be demonstrated.
Finally, we conclude this chapter by summarizing the methodologies and analytic techniques
that categorization researchers in this area typically use, and then offer some final conclusions
about research on category representations and category-based inferences.
HISTORICALLY SIGNIFICANT VIEWS OF CATEGORY REPRESENTATION

Prototype, exemplar, and connectionist theories represent three prominent accounts of how cat
egories are represented in memory. The prototype view assumes that categories are represented by
abstract composites, called prototypes, based on central tendency information. These summary
representations are based on the most likely features of the category's instances, based on a per
son's experiences with category members (e.g., Rosch & Mervis, 1975). The features in a prototype
need only be probable of the concept, not necessary and sufficient. Categories are assumed to have
graded structure, such that.some category members are more representative, or typical, of a cat
egory than other category members. For example, popcorn is more representative than yogurt of
the snack food category. The brand iPod is more representative of MP3 players than the brand Rio
Sport. Within brand categories, the product Diet Coke is more representative of the Coca-Cola
brand than Vanilla Diet Coke. In general, greater feature overlap with common features of the
category is presumed to increase a category member's prototypicality. A new stimulus is classified
as a category member to the extent that it is more similar to the category prototype and less similar
to competing category prototypes.
The exemplar view assumes that categories are represented by specific, stored instances of the
category, rather than by general, abstracted prototypes. An exemplar is often viewed as a repre
sentation of a specific category instance (e.g., a specific MP3 player, such as iPod). Some exemplar
theorists, however, assume that an exemplar can also be a subset of a category (e.g., sedans as a
subset of automobiles), its representation consisting of other exemplars or a conceptualization of
the subset's features. According to exemplar theorists, a new stimulus (e.g., an ad for a new MP3
player) acts as a retrieval cue to access similar exemplar representations (e.g., iPod) in memory. The
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stimulus is classified as a member in the category to which it has the most similar stored exemplar
representation (Medin & Schaffer, 1978).
Finally, the connectionist approach (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1985) views categories as attrac
tors in dynamic feature spaces. This view assumes that people establish correlations of features that
co-occur for a category (e.g., MP3 players) by tuning associations between features in a network
to represent these feature configurations. A new stimulus then activates the most similar feature
configuration in the network (i.e., an attractor), which then captures the stimulus, and assigns it to
the associated category.
STABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY IN CONSUMER CATEGORY REPRESENTATIONS

Regardless of the approach taken to representing categories, category representations must be both
stable and flexible ifthey are to explain the information processing activity that underli~s consumer
behavior. The consumer environment is complex and ever changing. Thousands of new products
are introduced in the marketplace each year. To keep up with these changes, consumers need two
types of information processing capabilities. On the one hand, they need stable representations of
products and brands in memory that relate veridically to their environment. These stable represen
tations provide a foundation upon which consumer information processing can take place. They
are important for recognizing, interpreting, and evaluating both objects and events in a wide vari
ety of consumer environments. Simultaneously, however, these object and event representations
require considerable flexibility, as consumers adapt them to an unlimited number of situations and
unexpected changes in the environment. We address stability and flexibility further in turn.
Stability of Category Representations
Structure and stability ofproduct categories. A number of consumer studies have sought to under
stand the determinants of prototypicality and the underlying structure of product categories. Some
of these studies have assessed degree of prototypicality through analysis of a category's features
or attributes, using measures such as family resemblance (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; in the consumer
literature, Loken & Ward, 1990; Viswanathan & Childers, 1999), ideals (Barsalou, 1985; in the
consumer literature, Loken & Ward, 1990; Viswanathan & Childers, 1999), attribute structure
(Loken & Ward, 1987, 1990), and fuzzy set-based measures of category membership (Viswanathan
& Childers, 1999; for a more complete discussion of these measures, see Barsalou, 1985; Loken &
Ward, 1990; and Viswanathan & Childers, 1999.) Implementing these attribute-based measures
often requires obtaining preliminary data to determine the attributes or ideals that are salient or
accessible for a particular product category. Attribute-based measures are then correlated with
various measures of prototypicality (e.g., Barsalou, 1985; Loken & Ward, 1987, 1990; Viswanathan
& Childers, 1999). Across many studies, these attribute-based measures have been found to pre
dict prototypicality measures well (Barsalou, 1985; Loken & Ward, 1990). For example, Loken and
Ward (1990) found that a global typicality measure was significantly (p < .05) correlated with both
an attribute structure measure (r = .68 for 8 subordinate and r = .33 for 8 superordinate product cat
egories) and an ideals measure (r = .64 and .51, p < .05, for the same 8 subordinate and 8 superordi
nate categories). Viswanathan and Childers (1999), almost a decade later, made small modifications
to the Loken and Ward (1990) attribute and exemplar lists, and recomputed the correlations for 8
of the original 16 categories with an updated sample. For categories at both the superordinate and
subordinate levels, significant correlations again occurred between global typicality measures and
attribute structure (r = .47 for the 4 subordinates, and r = .42 for the 4 superordinates); significant
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correlations also occurred between global typicality measures and ideals (r = .69 and .64, for the
4 subordinates and 4 superordinates, respectively). These correlations show that predictions with
the ideals measure were very stable from 1990 to 1999. Prediction with the measure of attribute
structure changed somewhat from the 1990 to the 1999 study, which may reflect expected changes
over the course of a decade in category composition, or even in minor changes of attributes across
the nine-year period. Viswanathan and Childers (1999) also found that two fuzzy-set measures that
assessed representativeness at the attribute level also predicted typicality very well (reverse scored,
with global typicality, r = .72 and .55 for the four superordinates and .75 and .93 for the four sub
ordinates). As these results illustrate, the structure of product categories, both at the superordinate
and subordinate levels, appears quite stable over time and across different product categories.
Structure and stability of emotion categories. One might expect emotion categories (e.g., anger)
to be more unstable than other types of categories. However, research in consumer, and social
psychology suggests that even emotion responses exhibit stability. Over time, people provide reli
able measures of emotion categories, as shown in Richins' (1997) review and development of scale
descriptors for thirteen emotional states in consumption situations. Ruth (2001) further finds that
when the description of an emotion in the tagline of an advertisement (e.g., affection) is congruent
with a description of an emotion expressed in the ad (affection), people prefer the ad to one in which
the emotions described are incongruent (affection and joy). Furthermore, emotionally-valenced
product attributes that are bipolar opposites appear to be related in memory, such that priming one
(e.g., healthy) can activate the other (unhealthy), as demonstrated through how product informa
tion is interpreted (e.g., "more sweeteners" is interpreted as unhealthy) and how it impacts brand
evaluations (Park, Yoon, Kim, & Wyer, 2001). Together, these findings indicate that emotionally
valenced attributes of product and brand categories exhibit properties of stability.
Flexibility of Category Representations
Consumer goals and category flexibility. Research also supports the conclusion that category rep
resentations are flexible. Categories do not take the same form across different contexts or situa
tions; the perceived structure of a category depends on goals that are salient at a particular time
or in a particular context (Barsalou, 1982). Evidence in consumer psychology also supports this
conclusion. For example, Ratneshwar and Shocker (1991) found that prototypical "snack foods"
differed from prototypical "snacks that people might eat at a Friday evening party while drinking
beer." The contextual information relevant in the latter judgment focused consumers selectively
on goal-relevant attributes of the product (e.g., saltiness or convenience) that differed from attri
butes underlying snack food judgments more generally (e.g., saltiness, sweetness, portability, con
venience). Data on brands and types of beverages (Hutchinson, Raman, & Mantrala, 1994) also
support the need to consider consumer usage situations when asking consumers to recall relevant
brands.
Barsalou (1983, 1985, 1987, 1989) argued that individuals actively construct cognitive repre
sentations toward achieving goals. Multiple goals associated with a category may coexist within
a single individual (Sengupta & Johar, 2002). Ratneshwar, Pechmann, and Shocker (1996) found
that when consumers could not meet the needs of two different goals that were salient with a single
product, or when they experienced goal ambiguity, they were more likely to consider alternatives
from different product categories. In other words, members of a goal-derived category crossed tra
ditional product category boundaries (also, cf. Johnson's, 1989, research on noncomparable alter
natives). In this study, consumers who experienced goal ambiguity chose consideration sets on the
basis of brand names, whereas consumers who experienced goal conflict chose consideration sets
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on the basis of mixed categories to meet different goals (and postponed conflict resolution to a final
stage). Ratneshwar, Barsalou, Pechmann, and Moore (2001) argued that similarity perceptions are
influenced, not only by surface-level resemblances, but also by salient personal and situational
goals. Although surface resemblance was important-for example, a granola bar was perceived as
more similar to a candy bar than to fruit yogurt-goals were also important. Individuals for whom
a personal health goal was salient rated the granola bar as more similar to fruit yogurt than to a
candy bar, as long as other situational goals (convenience) were not also salient. Individuals for
whom the situational goal of convenience was salient, and for whom a personal health goal was not
salient, rated an apple as more similar to a donut than to an orange.
Contextual factors and category fleXibility. Evaluations of category members also have been
found to depend on contextual factors. Wanke, Bless, and Schwarz (1997, as reported in Wanke,
Bless, & Schwarz, 1998) found that when consumers' task instructions encouraged them to place
two disparate concepts (wine and lobster) in the same (versus different) category, the evaluations
of these category members varied. For example, wine was rated more favorably when it was catego
rized together with lobster than when it was categorized separately.
When a really new product is introduced to the market, information from multiple categories
may be relevant. Moreau, Markman, and Lehmann (2001) demonstrated that changing the salience
of these categories influenced the extent to which they were used in making inferences about the
new item. Information about the category that was encountered first, or cued by an ad, influenced
consumers' categorizations, expectations, and preferences for the new product to a greater extent
than category information encountered subsequently.
Flexible cultural and other self-views. A fundamental way of organizing information received
from the environment is with respect to the self (Markus, 1977). The self category can be viewed
as flexible or malleable (Aaker, 1999; Markus & Kunda, 1986). In consumer psychology, different
self-views can be retrieved from memory and used in judgment, depending on situational cues. For
example, an individual may view oneself as having several different personality traits, and when
situational cues make a particular trait salient, brands that match the trait will be better liked
(Aaker, 1999). Thus, different views of the self (see, also, Reed, 2004) can cue different categories,
which are then used in subsequent processing.
When consumers are bicultural, they more easily retrieve and use both cultural views, as com
pared with monocultural consumers (Lau-Gesk, 2003). Situational cues can make different cul
tural views salient (e.g., independent versus interdependent views, Briley, Morris, & Simonson,
2000; Aaker & Lee, 2001) leading to different outcome effects (e.g., Forehand & Deshpande, 2001;
Briley & Wyer, 2002; Mandel, 2003). For example, different views of the self (independent versus
interdependent) have been found to vary in terms of category representations that are accessible for
each. Interdependents, who were asked to describe their thoughts in response to an advertisement,
listed more specific category exemplars than did independents (Ng & Houston, 2006). Situational
cues can also make both cultural and subcultural schemas salient, which may conflict with one
another even though they are both linked to the self (Brumbaugh, 2002).
Summary. In summary, research increasingly views categories as flexible representations. This
flexibility has been demonstrated in research directed toward goal-derived categories, contextual
influences on category structure, different self-views, and different cultural categories.
Activation of a Category Representation
Because much consumer knowledge can belong to multiple categories, it is important to understand
factors that affect whether a specific category representation will be activated in a given situation.
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When a consumer is exposed to information in an environment, a specific category representation
may be activated, not activated, or even inhibited (see Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000, for a more
thorough discussion of activation of social categories). In the consumer psychology literature, evi
dence for accessibility generally includes measures of increased recall, increased use of the repre
sentation in subsequent judgments, and faster response times on either memory or judgment tasks.
Priming of a category also increases its later use (Herr, 1989; Hoch & Ha, 1986; Yi, 1990), unless
people are aware of the priming manipulation (Herr, 1989; Meyers-Levy & Sternthal, 1993).
In a branding context, Morrin (1999) analyzed whether exposing consumers to a hypothetical
brand extension (e.g., Crest mouthwash) increased accessibility of the parent brand (e.g., Crest),
as demonstrated by the speed with which the consumer indicated whether the parent brand was a
member of the correct product category (e.g., toothpaste). The logic here is that if a person responds
rapidly to a connection between Crest and toothpaste, then the brand extension (Crest Ipouthwash)
also activates the parent brand (Crest) category. Morrin found that exposure to the brand extension
increased accessibility of the parent brand, with the increase being less for typical than atypical
brands in the category (e.g., Crest increasing less than Gleem in the toothpaste category). A pro
totypical brand (e.g., Crest) is already highly accessible in the context of its category (toothpaste),
such that further increases in accessibility are unlikely to occur. In contrast, the atypical brand is
not already accessible, such that exposure to it increased the parent brand's accessibility. Morrin
also found that when the brand extension was a good fit for the brand category (e.g., breath mints,
mouthwash, or dental floss), it increased the parent brand accessibility further (e.g., Gleem tooth
paste), relative to when the brand extension was a poor fit (e.g., soft drinks, dishwashing liquid).
Again, this facilitating effect occurred for the atypical brands (e.g., Gleem) more than for the typical
brands (e.g., Crest). These effects replicate earlier consumer research indicating that prototypical
category members are chronically more accessible than atypical category members (cf. Nedungadi
& Hutchinson, 1985; Boush & Loken, 1991), and that priming a category increases its accessibility
(Herr, 1989). In general, atypical category members stand to gain more from priming tasks.
A similar finding for accessibility and priming occurred in a different context, when ninth grad
ers were primed with either cigarette ads or nonsmoking ads (Pechmann & Knight, 2002). Because
most ninth graders have negative perceptions of smoking, anti-smoking beliefs should be chroni
cally accessible whereas pro-smoking beliefs should not. Indeed, the authors found that priming
pro-smoker beliefs (with cigarette ads) led to increases in pro-smoking responses (e.g., smok
ing intentions), whereas priming anti-smoker beliefs (with anti-smoking ads) led to no changes.
Priming with both anti- and pro-smoking ads also led to no changes; the anti-smoking prime
counteracted the pro-smoking one. Research in comparative advertising finds analogous effects.
Specifically, comparative ads (showing a target brand along with a competitor) benefit an atypical
brand such as Shasta cola, more than they benefit a typical brand such as Coke (e.g., see Grewal,
Kavanoor, Fern, Costley, & Barnes, 1997), and a comparative ad between an atypical brand and
leading brand may benefit the atypical brand more than no comparison at all (Hutchinson et al.,
1994). Priming a category has also been found to influence the type of processing in which consum
ers engage. Priming category information increases relational processing, or the extent to which
consumers elaborate on the relationships or similarities between the category and the target object,
relative to processing specific attribute information of the target object alone (Malaviya, Meyers
Levy, & Sternthal, 1999).
Research also suggests that perceptions of a category as accessible (i.e., easy rather than difficult
to recall) influence category use (Schwarz, 2004). When people are asked to recall few (versus many)
exemplars of a category (e.g., behaviors that increase one's risk of heart disease), they experience the
exemplars as easy (rather than difficult) to retrieve and infer that the exemplars are more typical
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(e.g., perceptions of heart disease risk increased, Rothman & Schwarz, 1998). Even imagined ease
of-retrieval influences judgments (Wanke, Bohner, & Jurkowitsch, 1997). In general, consumers
utilize accessible experiences in evaluation and decision making, unless the relevance or informa
tion-value ofthese experiences is called into question (Schwarz, 2004). Consumer research on these
meta-cognitive theories is increasing and provides an interesting focus for future research.
Modality-Specific Representations in Conceptual Processing: Where Do Categories Reside?
An important recent development in cognitive psychology is an increased empirical and theo
retical interest in the interplay between cognitive systems (e.g., category representation) and the
brain's modality-specific systems (e.g., for vision, action, affect) systems. In contrast to the tradi
tional approach ofviewing cognitive and modality-specific systems as functionally separate, recent
research in cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience suggests that representations in modal
ity-specific systems underlie conceptual knowledge (for reviews of relevant empirical findings, see
Barsalou, 2003b; Barsalou, Niedenthal, Barbey, & Ruppert, 2003; Martin, 2001; Pecher & Zwaan,
2005). According to this view, the perceptions, actions, and mental states active while processing
a category's members are captured in the respective modality-specific systems of the brain. For
example, consumers' knowledge about colors is represented in their perceptual mechanisms that
perceive and process colors; consumers' knowledge about sounds is represented in their percep
tual systems that perceive and process sounds. Later, when representing a category in the absence
of any members, the brain reenacts or "simulates" these perceptions, actions, and mental states.
Barsalou (1999, 2003a) argues that these simulations can implement the central symbolic opera
tions that underlie the human conceptual system, including categorical inference, the type-token
distinction, predication, and conceptual combination. For example, in classifying a perceived cat
egory member, a simulation of the category is retrieved that is grounded in the modalities. In this
way, the conceptual representation of a category (a modality-specific simulation) is similar to the
perceived representation of the category, rather than being different (an amodal representation),
thereby facilitating comparisions between them. Barsalou and Wiemer-Hastings (2005) further
extend this approach to the representation of abstract concepts.
Prior consumer research. Consumer research is consistent with the view that modality-specific
and conceptual systems are linked. Unnava, Agarwal, and Haugtvedt (1996) presented consum
ers with advertising information that was high in imagery-provoking ability (either high in visual
imagery or high in auditory imagery) and then engaged them in a perceptual task involving either
reading or listening to the information. They found that when mental images were activated, they
competed with available cognitive resources if consumers were asked to perform perceptual pro
cessing in the same modality. The learning ofvisual information was reduced if the consumer read,
rather than listened to, the information; the learning of auditory information was reduced if the
consumer heard, rather than read, the information. Also, when information had high, rather than
low, levels of visual imagery, it was learned better when it was presented auditorally, but less well
when it was presented visually. These results provide support that imagery processing draws on
the same mental resources as perceptual processing. Although imagery interferes with perceptual
processing of the same modality (visual, auditory), generating visual imagery has been found to
facilitate cognitive operations that are compatible with it. For example, visual images may serve as
spatial representations (MacInnis & Price, 1987) that facilitate information processing. Along these
lines, Keller and McGill (1994) found that visual imagery was effective when it was compatible
with other aspects of the communication process. Attributes that were easy to imagine had more
impact on judgments when consumers engaged in imagery processing than when they engaged in
analytical processing.
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Sometimes pictures can increase imagery and thereby spur processing. Information presented
in a narrative format (e.g., stories) tends to be more effective than information presented in a dis
organized list format, but only when accompanied by pictures or by instructions to image (Adaval
& Wyer, 1998). Similarly, narrative information is easier to process when it is physically integrated
with relevant picture information, rather than being placed below it (Peracchio & Meyers-Levy,
1997). It seems clear that pictorial information is processed both perceptually and conceptually
(e.g., Kim, Allen, & Kardes, 1996; Mothersbaugh, Huhmann, & Franke, 2002; Scott, 1994; Unnava,
Agarwal, & Haugtvedt, 1996). Languages that rely on pictures or symbolic figures (logographic
script) have been found to rely more on visual processes than languages based on alphabetic script
(Schmitt, Pan, & Tavassoli, 1994; Tavassoli, 1999,2001; Tavassoli & Han, 2001).
Type of imaging also influences the perceptual or cognitive processing in which consumers
engage. Imaging and thinking about one's past experiences tends to produce more contextual
details than anticipatory thinking about future events (Krishnamurthy & Sujan, 1999). Yet, when
consumers were asked for information relevant to designing new products, they produced more
innovative and effective information when imaging new uses for the product (anticipatory) than
when thinking about past experiences, which limited visualization to retrieved memories (Dahl,
Chattopadhyay, & Gorn, 1999).
Summary and Future Research
Research on category representations is increasingly focused on the flexibility associated with
goal-derived and other types of categories, and we anticipate this focus to continue in consumer
research. Also, although the literature covers category activation rather extensively, category inhi
bition has been less thoroughly considered (e.g., Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). For example, the
question of how consumers become cognizant of stereotypical (categorical) bias and then correct
for it (e.g., stop unwanted thoughts) are both newer areas of research.
Finally, new research on the link between modality-specific and cognitive processing in cat
egorical representations is a promising new direction for researchers. Consumer research shows
a strong link between conceptual and modality-specific systems in the brain. Perception, imag
ery, and higher cognition, share representational mechanisms. Pictures tend to facilitate imag
ery as well as to facilitate cognitive processing. The quality of imagining (e.g., anticipating the
future versus reflecting on past experiences) also influences the specific objects and events that
are processed. Futu.re research could examine the links between conceptual and modality-specific
systems within particular modalities (e.g., touch, smell, taste, action) not previously examined
in consumer psychology, and also in the context of different types of consumer categories (e.g.,
perception of brand categories and goal-derived consumer categories). Further research based on
the nature of specific descriptive and affect-laden information associated with this link would also
be worthwhile.
In addition to uncovering interesting findings about category representations in the previous
two decades, consumer research on category-based inferences has also increased dramatically. In
the next section, we examine this research, the second major topic addressed in this chapter.
SIMILARITY-BASED CATEGORY INFERENCES: THE INFLUENCE
OF A CATEGORY ON A NEW CATEGORY MEMBER
A primary reason category information is useful to consumers is that it can be used in making
judgments about new category members, which are traditionally referred to as category inferences
or inductions. Much of the consumer research on category inferences has been performed with
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brand categories, examining the extent to which beliefs (and affect) associated with a brand cat
egory are used to draw inferences about a new brand extension. Although many other marketing
categories are relevant, this focus on brand categories is understandable. Marketing practitioners
often manage their companies' products as brand categories; many companies are organized by
brands. Given the continuing popularity, for a variety of economic and strategic reasons, of brand
leveraging strategies (e.g., brand and line extensions, licensing) the number of products associ
ated with many brand names has continued to grow. As a result of this, it is common to see new
products launched with existing brand names and increasingly, the promotion of the full range
of products under a brand name in a single communication. In this environment, consumers will
be more inclined to think about brands as categories when considering new products introduced
with an existing brand name, when considering the specific image or evaluating a particular brand
name (Loken, Joiner, & Peck, 2002), or when attending to marketing communications for an exist
ing brand and product. In this literature, a typical research scenario is one that examines the extent
to which brand category inferences extend from the original brand category (e.g., Lexus) to a new
brand extension (e.g., Lexus Hybrid, usually a hypothetical extension of the brand). Measuring the
extent to which the new extension is similar to the brand category is the most standard approach
for determining whether these inferences will occur. For example, in learning about the new Lexus
Hybrid, consumers may infer that it shares similarities with both the traditional Lexus (e.g., high
performance, prestige, and leather seats) as well as other hybrid automobiles (e.g., good for the
environment, high gas mileage, and expensive).
A key factor that determines whether category inferences are extended in this manner is the
similarity or match between the representation of the brand category and the representation of the
new brand extension. Consumers use prior knowledge about the category and the new category
member to judge the relationship between them. When the relationship is perceived to be high,
inferences are likely to be drawn from the category to the new member. When a new category mem
ber is viewed as dissimilar from the category, the relevance of category information is diminished,
decreasing belief and the transfer of affect.
In the sections that follow, we review findings that affect the perceived similarity of two cat
egories in the context of induction. In addition to the important role of prior knowledge about
categories, we examine two other consumer psychological factors that affect perceived similarity:
accessibility and relevance. Consumers selectively attend to only a subset of knowledge available
about the category and the category extension, and this selective focus is influenced by: (a) the
accessibility of information either retrieved from memory or in the environment, and (b) the rel
evance of information in achieving specific goals. In contexts that include both brand and product
categories, researchers have also examined the alignability of attributes and the circumstances that
increase contrast effects (rather than assimilation to the category). In the sections that follow, we
review how these various factors affect category inferences.
Accessibility and Similarity-Based Inferences
Brand category accessibility and similarity-based inferences. The accessibility (or salience) of infor
mation pertains to the ease with which category information is retrieved from memory, or the ease
with which it is perceived in the environment. A brand category, such as Snickers, can be viewed
as consisting of a set of brand attributes (e.g., peanuts, chocolatey, tastes good), or as a set of exem
plar products (e.g., Snickers candy bars, Snickers miniatures, Snickers ice cream bars), or both. In
any given context, information about either brand attributes or exemplar products of a brand, or
both, may vary widely in accessibility, with some being much more accessible than others (Loken,
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Joiner, & Peck, 2002; Meyvis & Janiszewski, 2004). The highly accessible information for a new
category member (e.g., Snickers ice cream topping) may include its product category (ice cream
topping), its brand name (Snickers), its connection to the brand name (e.g., strong or weak con
nection), and/or its individuating attributes (e.g.,its texture when used as a topping for ice cream
is creamy). Increasing the salience of specific attributes can have a very strong effect on category
membership judgments and processing of new brands (Hutchinson & Alba, 1991). When accessible
information about the brand category and accessible information about the brand extension are
similar, category inferences are more likely to occur. An abundance of research supports the idea
that the properties of the brand category (e.g., cognitions and affect regarding the brand Snickers)
transfer to the properties of new exemplars (brand extensions such as"Snickers ice cream topping),
to a greater extent as the perceived similarity between the brand category and the brand extension
increases (Aaker & Keller, 1990; Bottomley & Holden, 2001; Boush & Loken, 1991; Boush et al.,
1987; Hansen & Hem, 2004; Zhang & Sood, 2002).
Research also demonstrates that changing the focus of the similarity comparison often changes
the perception of similarity between the two representations. Depending on what type of informa
tion is accessible and/or selectively attended to about the brand (brand image attributes; product
categories of the brand) or about the extension (product category of the extension; individuat
ing information; relationship-to-category information), similarity judgments can vary widely. For
example, Lane (2000) found that when consumers were exposed repeatedly (five times) to infor
mation about a new brand extension, and that when the information focused on the extension's
positive connection to the brand, people's perceptions of extension similarity increased relative
to a single-exposure condition. The key mechanism that produced this change was an increase in
positive thoughts about the extension as exposure increased. This effect even occurred when the
exposure information included brand associations not strongly related to the brand. Just focusing
on positive attributes of these peripheral associations was sufficient to trigger positive thoughts
about the extension. In general, repeated exposure directed the focus of attention, the focus of elab
oration, and consequently the inferences that consumers made about an extension, leading to an
increasingly positive evaluation. Klink and Smith (2001) found, too, that multiple exposures (three
versus one) increased the acceptance of a moderately dissimilar extension, in this case when only
the brand name and extension category information were provided. Lane (2000) found, however,
that when the extensions were highly dissimilar to the brand category, and when the ad evoked
associations that were not strongly related to the brand, repeated exposure did not lead to more
acceptance of the extensions.
Meyvis and Janiszewski (2004) found that properties of the brand category, specifically
whether it included a narrow or broad array of products, influenced the type of information to
which consumers selectively attended. They reasoned that narrow categories (e.g., a brand such
as Campbell's, which makes mostly soups) will have accessible associations that include the prod
uct category (soup), more often than will broad categories (e.g., Healthy Choice, which makes a
variety of products), for whom product category associations are more diffuse and weaker (cf.
Boush & Loken, 1991). The product category associations of narrow (versus broad) brands (e.g.,
soup) are therefore stronger and more likely to compete and interfere with associations pertain
ing to brand image attributes (e.g., tastes good). When assessing new brand extensions, the nar
row brand focus is more likely to include product category information (e.g., soup) as a basis for
similarity perceptions, leading to greater acceptance of close category extensions (e.g., new soups)
and lower acceptance of far category extensions. The broad brand, in contrast, for which product
category associations are weaker and brand attribute associations are stronger, leads consumers
to show less extreme responses to close and far extensions, and more acceptance as a function of
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whether the brand attributes are broadly similar (e.g., do the brand attributes transfer easily to
the new extension?).
Finally, Klink and Smith (2001) found that when individuating attribute information is avail
able, it can become the focus and reduce the emphasis on the parent brand category and on its
relationship to the extension. Specifically, the effects of brand similarity on extension evaluations
diminished when individuating information conveying novel features for the extension (e.g., Timex
bicycle and a unique gear system) was accessible.
Brand name accessibility and similarity-based inferences. In the same way that narrow (versus
broad) brands trigger specific (versus general) category associations, the name of a brand can vary
in whether it triggers specific (or general) category associations and/or specific (or general) brand
attribute associations. Keller, Heckler, and Houston (1998), for example, found that the name of a
new extension was remembered better when it suggested superiority on a specific brand attribute
(e.g., PicturePerfect televisions), than when it suggested superiority on a general attribute (e.g.,
Emporium). Focusing on a specific attribute of a brand can also diminish the emphasis placed by
the consumer on the brand category (and its broad array of attributes), but it can also diminish con
sumers' acceptance of new brand extensions (van Osselaer & Alba, 2003). For example, the specific
(versus general) name inhibited memory for brand attributes unrelated to the specific attributes.
Co-branding strategies and similarity-based inferences. When two brands are combined in a co
branding strategy (e.g., Slimfast chocolate cake mix by Godiva) or brand alliance (e.g., Northwest
Airlines and Visa), associations of each brand category, as well as the relationship between the two
brands, may be triggered. Park, Jun, and Shocker (1996) found that a co-branded extension (e.g.,
Slimfast chocolate cake mix by Godiva) led to more favorable attribute inferences when the header
brand (Slimfast) was combined with a complementary brand (Godiva) than when combined with a
noncomplementary brand (e.g., Haagen-Dazs). Complementary brands were those that contributed
along attribute dimensions that the other brand lacked. Also, complementarity of brands was more
effective in benefiting the co-branded extensions than simply combining two equally favorable
brands. In addition, because a co-branded (versus monobranded) extension creates the perception
of difference between a parent brand and the brand extension, countermoves made by a competitor
in response to the extension are perceived less favorably (Kumar, 2005).
However, co-branding with two well-known brand names also increases consumers' expecta
tions for the co-branded product. For example, ingredient branding using a well-known brand
name weakened brand quality inferences because of overexpectations, an outcome described by
van Osselaer and Janiszewski (2001) in terms of connectionist models of adaptive learning (also,
van Osselaer & Alba, 2000).
When two brands are combined, and when consumers are more familiar with one than with the
other, consumers' inferences from one brand to the other are unidirectional, from the familiar to
the unfamiliar brand (Simonin & Ruth, 1998). Similarly, when two (hypothetical) restaurants are
linked, and only one of the restaurants is well defined, the well-defined brand restaurant serves as a
context for making inferences about the ambiguously-defined restaurant (Levin & Levin, 2000).
Relevance to a Specific Consumer Goal
As noted earlier, when a specific goal is salient, exemplars that accomplish the same goal will be
perceived as more similar than exemplars that are physically similar but do not accomplish the
same goal (Ratneshwar, Barsalou, Pechmann, & Moore, 2001). Furthermore, goal-relevant infor
mation is more likely than goal-irrelevant information to be used during comparison judgments
when evaluating a new category exemplar. In the context of brand categories, consumers generate
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increasingly positive category inferences about a new brand extension as the perceived similarity
between the extension and the parent brand on "image" and other goal-related attributes of the
brand increases (e.g., Park, Milberg, & Lawson, 1991; see also Chakravarti, MacInnis, & Nakamoto,
1990; Herr, Farquhar, & Fazio, 1996; Keller & Aaker, 1992; Smith & Park, 1992). Consumers also
generate more positive inferences as the perceived relevance of the brand's attributes to the new
extension increases (Broniarczyk & Alba, 1994).
Broniarczyk and Alba (1994) found that even when an extension is in a dissimilar product cat
egory, it can be viewed as acceptable if the attributes of the brand category are relevant to the new
extension. The Ralph Lauren brand image, for example, has transferred successfully to product
categories that are low in physical similarity to its core product base of apparel (e.g., perfume,
paint), but that share a prestige image of the brand. An extension that is physically similar to a
parent brand product (e.g., Nike dress leather shoes), but that is incongruent with the brand cat
egory's goals, may not be successful. Martin and Stewart (2001) found that when an ~xtension is
moderately incongruent with the goals of the parent brand category, the attitudes toward the cat
egory have less impact on attitudes toward the brand extension (and purchase intent) than when
the extension is congruent with the goals of the parent brand category. When the extension was
extremely goal-incongruent, the attitudes toward the parent brand category had no impact on atti
tude toward the extension (or purchase intent). Further, when two products shared a set of goals,
consumers' elaborations about those products were more detailed and focused on a link between
attributes of the extension and the parent brand. When two products were less goal-congruent,
consumers' elaborations about them were less detailed and focused on why the extension was not a
good fit. Finally, Martin and Stewart (2001) found that when both product category similarity and
brand attribute similarity reflected a common goal, they both predicted extension acceptance. If
the consumer had multiple goals that were incongruent with one another, then other factors, such
as a similarity heuristic, predicted extension acceptance (Martin & Stewart, 2001).
Similarity as a Heuristic
Using categorical information often simplifies judgment and decision-making, because consumers
produce useful inferences by comparing current information about a perceived product to relevant
category information. Similarity between a parent brand and an extension has also been viewed
as a heuristic used in making extension-related judgments under certain conditions. For example,
category inferences that simplify decision-making (e.g., evaluation-based inferences, similarity
based inferences, and correlational rules) are more likely to occur when cognitive resources are
low, when people are unmotivated to process detailed information, when they lack the ability to do
so, when the category information is sufficiently relevant and accessible for use, or when there is no
sufficient justification for accuracy in judgment (e.g., Alba & Hutchinson, 1987; Alba, Broniarczyk,
Shimp, & Urbany, 1994; Maheswaran 1994). In contrast, when resources, ability, and/or motivation
are abundant, people are more likely to elaborate more on the details of the new category member
and its idiosyncrasies.
In their research examining consumers' classification learning, Hutchinson and Alba (1991)
distinguished between analytic and holistic processing. Analytic processing was operationalized as
those categorization decisions that were based exclusively on features diagnostic of category mem
bership (Le., «criterial" attributes). Nonanalytic or «holistic" classification was operationalized as
those involving membership decisions based on overall brand similarity. Hutchinson and Alba
(1991) found that perceptual salience of attributes enhanced analytic learning if the attributes were
criterial but inhibited learning if they were not. Both analytic and nonanalytic processing tended to
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be multiattribute in nature, but nonanalytic processing was limited to a smaller subset of available
attribute information as compared with analytic processing.
Research further suggests that similarity is used as a heuristic when similarity information is
accessible and when more relevant information is unavailable. For example, when the relationship
between the category and the new category member is made accessible through repeated expo
sure, increased elaboration, or instructions to elaborate on relations between them, similarity will
be more likely to be used as a heuristic (and when other information is not accessible). As noted
earlier, similarity was used when product category information about the parent brand (Meyvis &
Janiszewski, 2004), or product category information about the brand extension (Klink & Smith,
2001), was the only information available or accessible to the consumer. When individuating infor
mation about the brand extension was available, the individuating information, rather than a simi
larityheuristic, was used (Klink & Smith, 2001).
Alignability of Attributes
Another type of similarity-based comparison, generally studied outside the domain of brand cat
egories, involves the alignability of attributes between the new category stimulus and the exist
ing category representation in memory (Gentner & Markman, 1997; in the consumer literature,
Gregan-Paxton, 2001; Moreau, Lehmann, & Markman, 2001; Roehm & Sternthal, 2001). Alignable
differences focus on the structural properties of attributes and the degree to which attributes from
one object can be "mapped onto" another object. Research finds that alignable differences (versus
differences that are not alignable) are more accessible from memory (Zhang & Markman, 1998),
are perceived as more useful inputs in judgments (Markman & Medin, 1995; Zhang & Fitzsimons,
1999), and increase brand evaluations in comparative advertising (Zhang, Kardes, & Cronley,
2002). When two different brands were paired in a comparative advertising setting, the more the
attributes of the target brand could be mapped onto (or compared with) those of the comparison
brand, the higher the target brand evaluations (Zhang, Kardes, & Cronley, 2002). When two brands
were not alignable, the brands were more difficult to compare, and transfer of affect was less likely
to occur.
Assimilation and Contrast in Consumer Contexts
The research on similarity-based inferences finds that the lower the similarity between the new cat
egory and an existing category, the lower the likelihood of category-based inferences. Assimilation
and contrast theories in psychology (e.g., Herr, Sherman, & Fazio, 1983; Martin, 1986; Mussweiler,
2003; Schwarz & Bless, 1992) make a different set of predictions. They suggest that if, at encoding,
the domains or categories for the context and target match (or are at least similar), assimilation will
likely occur, and there will be a positive transfer of beliefs between the two. These theories suggest
that the assimilation of information to a target results under conditions in which the information is
included in a temporary representation of the target, whereas contrast effects result from exclusion
of the information from the representation, and the use of the target as a standard of comparison
from which to judge the information (Schwarz & Bless, 1992). When the similarity between the
new instance and the existing category are high, an assimilation effect occurs, such that beliefs
and affect are more likely to transfer to the new instance. But conditions that produce contrast
effects show how the theories are different from theory and research discussed earlier that predict
category-based inferences. In particular, under certain conditions, consumers' judgments show
contrast effects for extremely dissimilar (atypical) category instances. In these cases, not only may
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beliefs fail to transfer from a familiar brand (Ralph Lauren) to an extremely atypical new brand
extension (Ralph Lauren toaster oven), but contrast effects may produce a negative impact of the
brand on the new product (evaluations and beliefs about the toaster oven may be more negative as a
result of the brand name). Seemingly, category information should be viewed as irrelevant for judg
ments about a new category member that is extremely atypical, or when people are skeptical that an
atypical instance is a category member. For example, a consumer may simply discount the Ralph
Lauren toaster oven as an anomaly. If so, atypical instances should not affect category perceptions,
and category knowledge should not be used to form inferences about the atypical instance (Fiske
& Neuberg, 1990). As Wanke, Bless, and Schwarz (1998) suggest, however, if an atypical instance is
perceived as excluded from the target category (the toaster oven is not included in the Ralph Lau
ren brand category), then judgments pertaining to it may reflect contrast effects (see, also, Stapel,
Koomen, & Velthuijsen, 1998, for an alternative explanation for contrast effects).
Research finds some evidence for contrast effects. In the consumer domain, researchers have
attempted to determine the conditions under which advertising information will be assimilated
versus used as a standard of comparison and contrasted with the target category or representa
tion. Assimilation effects, viewed as the default, occur more often than contrast effects, and are
more likely to occur under conditions of category or domain similarity. Contrast effects are more
likely under conditions of category or domain mismatch or dissimilarity (Hafner, 2004; Musswei
ler, 2003). Contrast effects are also likely when substantial cognitive resources are available for pro
cessing comparison information (Meyers-Levy & Sternthal, 1993), when the individuals are high
(versus low) in need for cognition (Meyers-Levy & Tybout, 1997), when remembered information
is recounted analytically, rather than episodically (Bickart & Schwarz, 2001), and when situational
cues include dissimilarities, rather than similarities (Hafner, 2004).
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In sum, research shows that the degree to which inferences from a category are extended to a new
category member reflects three factors: (1) What information is accessible? As information that
triggers similarity associations between the brand category and new brand extension becomes
more accessible, the greater the likelihood that category inferences are drawn (e.g., when product
category information is the only information available; when the relationship between the brand
category and new brand category member is salient; when attributes of the extension are the same
as the category's attributes). (2) Is the accessible information appropriate? If accessible informa
tion pertains to the category in which an object is being judged, then that information will prob
ably be viewed as relevant or appropriate. (3) What information is elaborated upon? To the extent
that elaboration (e.g., due to repeated exposure to the extension) increases the perception that a
connection exists between the category and extension, similarity-based inferences are more likely
to occur.
Future research could analyze how similarity or typicality relations benefit from frequency (e.g.,
Barsalou, Huttenlocker, & Lamberts, 1998) apart from feature similarity. Future research could
also examine how category inferences are influenced by the number and typicality of exemplars
retrieved when a category judgment is made. In a context in which a larger number ofexemplars, or
a broader array of exemplars, is retrieved, consumers may be more confident in making inferences
based on those exemplars than in a context in which a small number of exemplars, or a narrower
array of exemplars, is retrieved. Individual differences may also exist in sampling exemplars from
memory, such that some consumers retrieve more representative exemplars than other consumers,
due to motivational, ability, and contextual factors.
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A factor that could influence the perceived relevance of category information is the degree to
which category information is stable or unstable for a given individual. When the same repre
sentations (e.g., prototypes, exemplars) are retrieved across multiple occasions and contexts (cf.
Lord, Paulson, Sia, Thomas, & Lepper, 2004), the stability of these representations may facilitate
category inferences that lead to more stable beliefs and attitudes, as compared with exemplars that
are unstable or vary significantly across occasions and contexts. Also, when a consumer retrieves
and uses unstable exemplars as bases for an attitude toward a category, that category attitude may
be more vulnerable or susceptible to change. On the other hand, such attitudes, because they are
based on unstable or changing exemplars, may be more flexible and less rigid in the face of discon
firming information.
THE INFLUENCE OF NEW CATEGORY MEMBERS ON
EXISTING CATEGORY REPRESENTATIONS
Not only can category knowledge be used to make inferences about new category members, the
reverse flow of influence can also occur. Information about new category members can influ
ence existing category beliefs and attitudes, and thereby alter the representation of the existing
category.
Brand Categories and New-Member Effects
In the consumer psychology literature, these new-member effects have been examined chiefly in
the context of brand categories, where they can either have a positive (enhancement) effect or a neg
ative (dilution) effect on people's general beliefs about the category. Loken and John (1993) exam
ined whether information about a new inconsistent category member (brand extension) influenced
beliefs about the brand category negatively. They found that, for the brand category Johnson &
Johnson, negative information about a brand extension's gentleness rating influenced consumers'
beliefs about both the extension and the general category, that is, the parent brand Johnson &
Johnson.
John, Loken, and Joiner (1998) found that, in addition to affecting the parent brand category
negatively, a moderately inconsistent brand extension can influence consumers' beliefs about prior
existing products of the brand. For example, a new Johnson & Johnson brand extension (e.g., hand
lotion) that was rated low on the gentleness attribute impacted consumers' beliefs about the par
ent brand, Johnson & Johnson, as well as beliefs about prior existing exemplars of the brand (e.g.;
Johnson & Johnson dental floss). Interestingly, Johnson & Johnson's flagship product, Johnson &
Johnson baby shampoo, was most immune from dilution effects, presumably because gentleness
beliefs about this product were firmly established and more resistant to change.
A key factor that determines extent of dilution is the similarity between the parent and new
brand extension, or, alternatively, the perceived typicality of the new brand extension of the parent
brand category. Milberg, Park, and McCarthy (1997) found that the more the brand extension was
either inconsistent with the parent brand image or dissimilar from the parent brand's product cat
egories, the greater the amount of dilution (i.e., negative transfer of association from the extension
to the brand category). However, negative information had no effect on parent brand beliefs when
the extension was viewed as extremely atypical and these atypical perceptions were salient (Loken
& John, 1993), or when the extension was introduced using a sub-branding strategy (Milberg, Park,
& McCarthy, 1997). These modified dilution effects are consistent with prior research in social cat
egorization (Rothbart & Lewis, 1988). A moderately inconsistent brand extension (e.g., a Johnson
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& Johnson facial tissue that was rated low on the gentleness attribute) was viewed as moderately
atypical of the parent brand (Johnson & Johnson). An extremely inconsistent brand extension (e.g.,
a Johnson & Johnson facial tissue that was rated low on both gentleness and quality attributes) was
viewed as extremely atypical of the parent brand. When these typicality judgments were made
salient, consumers used them in forming judgments about the parent brand, such that moder
ately atypical extensions had a negative effect on the parent brand beliefs and extremely atypical
extensions had no effect (cf. Rothbart & Lewis, 1988). Thus, people appear to discount inconsistent
extension information when the extension is viewed as extremely inconsistent (versus moderately
inconsistent) of the category and, importantly, the atypicality (or typicality) of the extension is
salient (Loken & John, 1993). In a different applied domain, within U.S. culture, beliefs about social
reality (e.g., occupational categories) have been shown to be caused in part by television viewing,
especially among heavier viewers, who failed to discount TV-based exemplars in forming their
beliefs (Shrum, Wyer, & O'Guinn, 1998), perhaps because these exemplars are moderately, but not
extremely, inconsistent with prior category beliefs.
The dilution effects of Loken and John (1993), as well as positive extension effects on the brand
(brand enhancement), were replicated by Gurhan-Canli and Maheswaran (1998) under conditions
of high motivation, when people were more likely to use detailed, thoughtful processing to evaluate
the brand category and its members. Under low motivation, the modified, heuristic-based dilu
tion effects of Loken and John were replicated; that is, more (versus less) typical extensions diluted
the parent brand evaluations. According to the authors, people used less analytical processing
(Gurhan-Canli & Maheswaran, 1998), and the Rothbart and Lewis predictions applied.
In a follow-up study of brand enhancement and dilution, Ahluwalia and Gurhan-Canli (2000)
predicted that negative information would be more diagnostic than positive information when
evaluating close (typical) new brand extensions, but that positive information would be more diag
nostic than negative information when evaluating far (atypical) brand extensions. Ahluwalia and
Gurhan-Canli also predicted, however, that these effects would occur only when other relevant
brand extension information was not accessible. Results of their research were supportive. When
brand extension information was highly accessible, positive extension information created more
positive parent brand category evaluations, and negative extension information created more
negative parent brand category evaluations. When extension information was lower in accessibil
ity, negative extension information induced dilution effects for close (but not far) categories, and
positive information induced enhancement effects for far (but not close) categories, supporting the
idea that negative information is more diagnostic for close (versus far) categories, whereas positive
information is more diagnostic for far (versus close) categories.
The brand extension literature illustrates the conditions under which moderately typical but not
extremely atypical extensions will impact parent brand beliefs. In these conditions, when typicality
information is salient or accessible, extremely inconsistent brand extensions are viewed as implau
sible, or exceptions, and their information content is discounted.

Employees of a Firm and New-Member Effects
Folkes and Patrick (2003) reported analogous findings when the employees of a-firm were the cat
egory members being evaluated. Negative information about a particular service employee was
less diagnostic about other employees of the same firm when that service employee was viewed as
atypical of the company overall. In these cases, information about the employee was discounted
in evaluating the service category as a whole. Positive information about an atypical employee,
however, did have an effect (and more effect than negative information) on evaluations of a related
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subgroup in the firm. Matta and Folkes (2005), too, demonstrate more discounting of information
about atypical than typical employees of service providers, and further demonstrate that employ
ing a positively-rated atypical provider increased brand differentiation (Le., the perception that
the firm was different from competing firms) compared with those employing a positively-rated
typical provider.
Summary and Future Research
The literature on brand extensions has provided much inSight into the possible influence a new cat
egory member can have on the overall category, and also on individual category exemplars. First,
researchers have assessed when new category members will affect the category's representation.
Empirical findings show that they affect it when they are viewed as at least somewhat typical of
the category. If they are viewed as very atypical, then information about the new category member
is discounted, and has no effect on the category. The diagnosticity of the atypical new category
member varies depending on how related it is to the category, whether the information about the
new category member is positive/negative, and the extent to which the information is accessible.
Brand extension research has also demonstrated that a new category member can influence beliefs
or evaluations of a particular existing category member, but that central category members (e.g.,
flagship products) are least vulnerable to change.
Additional areas to be examined in the future include developing a better understanding of the
potential impact a new member has on individual category members. For example, what factors
influence the diagnosticity of this information? Does diagnosticity reflect the characteristics of the
existing category member (e.g., familiarity, strength of beliefs, linkage to the category) or of the
new category member (e.g., plausibility of the information, confidence in the information, knowl
edge of the product category, salience of category membership) or of some other factor (e.g., avail
ability of competitor information). Future research could also explore the conditions that make
category membership appear relevant to the task. Does relevance depend on subjective experiences
of the consumer, or on some form of meta-cognition?
Having considered the roles that similarity and related processes play in category-based infer
ences, we next turn to literature that addresses how similarity-based processes contribute to the
flexibility of category structure described earlier.
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE CATEGORY FLEXIBILITY AND EXPANSION
As described earlier, category representations are characterized by a degree offlexibility and expan
siveness. In addition to the flexibility of category boundaries and category membership demon
strated through goal-derived category research, a number of motivational, ability, and contextual
factors have been found to increase category expansiveness, usually by changing perceptions of
category similarity. Emotional states, discussed next, are an example of motivational states that
influence category flexibility.
Emotional States
A positive mood state has been found to increase category flexibility (Isen & Daubman, 1984). In
the consumer psychology literature, researchers have found that people in a positive mood showed
increased relational elaboration (elaborating on the interrelationship between items), which
included greater clustering of brands by product category membership, greater recall of brand
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names when they were in the same categories as stimulus brands (Lee & Sternthal, 1999), increased
categorization of nontypical items as belonging to a category, and increased optimism about the
success of a stimulus product (Kahn & Isen, 1993).
Barone and Miniard (2002; Barone, Miniard, & Romeo, 2000) showed positive mood effects on
category flexibility in the context of brand categories. Specifically, they suggested that increased
flexibility might consist of rating moderately dissimilar extensions (e.g., Nike basketball nets) as
more acceptable under certain affective conditions. When consumers were in a positive mood (rela
tive to a negative mood), and when they received information about a new category member (brand
extension), they were more likely to transfer positive evaluations from the category (parent brand)
to the new category member (brand extension), even if the new category member (brand extension)
was moderately dissimilar from the category (parent brand) attributes (Barone & Miniard, 2002;
Barone et al., 2000). The categories of people in a negative mood were more rigid. These researchers
also examined extensions in very similar and extremely dissimilar categories. The category flex
ibility of people in a positive mood did not occur when the membership of a category exemplar was
viewed as implausible (e.g., for a distant, extremely dissimilar extension), and was not needed when
the categories were highly similar (e.g., for near extensions).
Another motivational variable found to influence willingness to expand category boundaries is
a person's feelings of commitment to the category. For example, a study done among South Korean
homemakers (Park, Kim, & Kim, 2002) found that feeling trust and commitment toward a brand
increased the acceptability of an extension when the attribute claims of the extension were atypical
(versus typical) of the brand category, as long as the extension product category was not too dis
similar from the category.
Expertise
Expertise in a domain is an ability factor that has been found to increase flexibility in categori
zation. Cowley and Mitchell (2003) found that experts (relative to novices) were more likely to
organize information by product subcategories, and to store information about alternatives in a
way that increased flexibility when evaluating the same product across different usage occasions
(Mitchell & Dacin, 1996), or when retrieving different brands for different usage occasions (Cowley
& Mitchell, 2003). Owners (versus nonowners) of a brand were more likely to accept brand exten
sions that "stretch" a nonprestige brand's price line upward or downward, and that stretch prestige
brands upward (e.g., American Express platinum card; Kirmani, Sood, & Bridges, 1999). Own
ers were less accepting of downward stretches of prestige brands (e.g., a new BMW for $11,990),
because of owners' preferences for brand exclusivity, such that a sub-branding strategy (e.g., Ultra
by BMW) was preferred.
Cognitive psychologists have argued further that, early during the development of expertise
in a domain, conceptual knowledge increases the salience or importance of certain perceptual
distinctions. Perceptual knowledge serves as the data to which conceptual theories originally per
tain (Barsalou, 1999; Smith & Heise, 1992). As people's expertise increases, so does their ability to
attend selectively to perceptual aspects that are relevant to precise categorization (Johnson & Mer
vis, 1997). In other words, experts are not simply able to think more abstractly conceptually. Their
knowledge allows them to attentionally select increasingly subtle perceptual distinctions relevant
to categorization (Johnson & Mervis, 1997).
Further research has found that teaching consumers strategies can increase their ability to pro
cess categories fleXibly. For example, when consumers were taught decompositional strategies (e.g.,
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unbundling credit card expenses into different subcategories), they exhibited both increased acces
sibility of information and reduced biases in memory and estimation (e.g., Menon, 1997; Srivastava
& Raghubir, 2002).
Coverage/Diversity of Category Members
As noted earlier, brand names can be suggestive of broad or narrow categories. When an ingredient
in a brand was branded (e.g., Tide with Irish Spring scent), and the change to the brand was rela
tively minor, consumers were more likely to accept the brand extension in the short-term. Using
a new ingredient name (e.g., Tide with EverFresh scent), however, improved long-range expansion
into new product categories (Desai & Keller, 2002). The exception to this effect is when the ingredi
ent represented a significant attribute change. Under these conditions, the extension fares better
when the ingredient is co-branded than when it has a new name, conceivably because the branded
ingredient enables consumers to view the brand extension as a plausible extension (assuming that
the brand connection to the ingredient is credible). In these cases, the branded ingredient pro
vided additional associations that the existing brand did not originally possess (Le., broadening the
brand category), which proved beneficial in the new category. More diverse or broad categories (as
compared to narrow categories) also have brand associations that allow for a broader range of new
acceptable category exemplars to which parent category affect and associations can be assimilated
(Boush & Loken 1991).
Brand diversity or coverage also explains why sequential brand strategies can increase brand
acceptance over a nonsequential strategy (Dawar & Anderson, 1994; Keller & Aaker, 1992). Intro
ducing new category members in a sequential strategy (i.e., moving from products that are more to
less similar), increases the likelihood that extension categories will be viewed as moderately rather
than extremely dissimilar, thereby increasing the chances of consumer acceptance. For example,
if a brand category that makes only cameras moves into cell phones, consumers would view this
product extension as more dissimilar to the brand than if the brand had instead initially introduced
camera cell phones followed by regular cell phones. When Ralph Lauren expanded their product
line to designer paints, they followed a sequential strategy that flowed from designer apparel to
designer bedding (and home furnishings) to designer wall coverings (including paints), rather than
moving directly from designer apparel to designer paints. A sequential expansion that progresses
to more and more dissimilar categories slowly increases perceptions of brand coverage, which in
turn increases perceptions of similarity and brand extension acceptance. A nonsequential strategy
does not have these benefits, as the perception of similarity is too implausible for the perceiver, such
that they reject the new extension. According to Osherson, Smith, Wilkie, Lopez, and Shafir's (1990)
similarity-coverage model, premises from diverse categories that exhibit greater coverage lead to
stronger arguments than premises from categories that are very similar to one another.
Diversity per se (i.e., having a greater number of products under the parent brand umbrella),
however, does not translate into greater consumer confidence in the brand (Dacin & Smith, 1994).
Sometimes diversity leads to uncertainty about category attributes. Folkes and Patrick (2003), for
example, found that inferences from one category member to other category members were less likely
to occur when the category members were heterogeneous than when they were homogeneous.
PROTOTYPICALITY AND AFFECT: HOW ARE THEY RELATED?
In addition to flexibility, another characteristic of categories that has been widely researched is the
concept of graded membership. Many models of category representation suggest that membership
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is graded, with members ranging from very good (typical) members of the category to very poor
(atypical) members of the category. One reason that this characteristic has been researched exten
sively in consumer psychology is because of its relationship to affect. For example, first movers in a
consumer category are generally thought to have advantages of category prototypes such as being
preferred to second or third movers in the category (Carpenter & Nakamoto, 1989).
In this section we present an overview of the relationship between prototypicality and affect,
and we address the significance of this relationship in consumer research. Many studies in con
sumer psychology have reported a positive relationship between the prototypicality of a category
member and the evaluation or attitude associated with it. For example, Loken and Ward (1990)
found that, although the correlations between typicality and attitude ranged from .00 to .92 for 16
different product categories, it was positive and significant overall across the 16 categories (r = .58,
P <. 01). More typical items were better liked. For instance, among fast food outlets, the more pro
totypical ones (e.g., McDonald's) tended to be more preferred or better liked relative to less typical
ones (e.g., Church's Chicken or Taco Bell). Other research, too, supports a positive, linear relation
ship between prototypicality and attitude (Carpenter & Nakamoto, 1996; Folkes & Patrick, 2003;
Simonin & Ruth, 1998; Veryzer & Hutchinson, 1998).
Several explanations have been offered for this linear relationship. One explanation is based on
the concept of perceptual fluency. By this account, more typical members of a category also tend to
have greater perceptual fluency, which is affectively pleasing (e.g., Schwarz, 2004). Perceptual flu
ency increases over time, as familiarity with a stimulus increases. A related concept is frequency of
instantiation, or the frequency with which an item appears as an instance of the category (Barsalou,
1985). Researchers have found that both the extent to which a category member is instantiated,
and also the person's perceived familiarity with the category member, are significant predictors of
category member typicality, and also tend to predict attitudes toward the category (e.g., Barsalou,
1985; Loken & Ward, 1990; Viswanathan & Childers, 1999).
A second explanation for this linear relationship is that typical category members are more
likely than atypical category members to have valued attributes, as the category has evolved over
time (Loken & Ward, 1990). New category members tend to include attributes that are valued by
consumers, and these attributes tend to overlap with attributes that are more common for typi
cal than for atypical category members. If the value of attributes underlies this relationship, then
categories with negatively valued attributes should show the opposite effect, and they do (Ward &
Loken 1988). This explanation might also explain why earlier research on taxonomic categories did
not find a positive relationship between typicality and attitude (Rosch, 1973). Because some cat
egories had a positive relationship and other categories had a negative relationship, these patterns
averaged to zero.
In the context of brand categories, as noted earlier, new category members (new brand exten
sions) are better liked when they are similar to, or typical of, the parent brand (Aaker & Keller,
1990; Boush & Loken, 1991; Boush et al., 1987; Broniarczyk & Alba, 1994; Zhang & Sood, 2002; see
also, Chakravarti, MacInnis, & Nakamoto, 1990; Herr, Farquhar, & Fazio, 1996; Keller & Aaker,
1992; Park, Milberg, & Lawson, 1991; Smith & Park, 1992). Hence, in this context, too, greater
typicality is related to more positive affect. While the nature of the criteria used for establish
ing similarity, typicality, or "fit" between the new extension and the parent brand varies for these
studies, the conclusion is the same: In the absence of any relevant negative information about the
brand extension, a greater fit contributes to more acceptance and stronger affect toward the new
extension. In these studies, the brand categories examined were ones associated most with positive
(rather than negative) features.
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Aesthetic product design evaluations, in addition to being influenced by prototypicality, are
also influenced by whether the visual elements of the design appear to belong together in a unified
or Gestalt-like fashion (Veryzer & Hutchinson, 1998). In an advertising context, when the compo
nents of a communication process are congruent and seem to belong together, people's attitudes
toward the brand increase (Kirmani & Shiv, 1998). Wanke, Bless, and Schwarz (1998) found that
when the name of a sports car extension suggested continuation rather than discontinuation of
prior models of the brand, people evaluated the new extension positively (as they would a typical
sports car). Conversely, when the name suggested discontinuation, contrast effects occurred, par
ticularly among nonexperts.
Research on alignable differences produces analogous effects as similarity and typicality. Align
able (versus nonalignable) differences have been found to increase brand evaluations in compara
tive ads (Zhang, Kardes, & Cronley, 2002).
A different research stream finds that the linear relationship between typicality and attitude
breaks down in certain contexts, and shows that moderate levels of typicality induce more positive
affect than low or high levels of typicality. According to this view, when consumers have abundant
cognitive resources and are highly motivated to process information, the thought processes gener
ated under a moderate level of incongruity are more pleasing than under a low level of incongruity.
Meyers-Levy and Tybout (1989) argue, based on Mandler's (1982) moderate incongruity effect,
that the process of resolving incongruity is pleasing, as long as people have the necessary resources
and the incongruity is not too great. If the category is extremely similar, elaborative thought is less
likely to be generated, resulting in more mildly positive affect. Meyers-Levy and Tybout found that
the resulting positive affect deriving from the effort does indeed transfer to the target stimulus.
Other research replicates the moderate incongruity effect (Meyers-Levy, Louie & Curren, 1994;
Stayman, Alden & Smith, 1992). Peracchio and Tybout (1996), however, argue that for the moder
ate incongruity effect to occur, people need to have low prior knowledge of the category. Specifi
cally, people with low prior knowledge will be more sensitive to category-inconsistent information,
whereas people with high prior knowledge will be more likely to rely on their prior knowledge
about salient category attributes. Peracchio and Tybout's findings support these predictions. Other
research finds that the effect disappears under conditions of risk aversion (Campbell & Goodstein,
2001), or for people high in dogmatism (Meyers-Levy & Tybout, 1989).
Finally, under some circumstances, novelty and variety increase affect (Woll & Graesser, 1982).
To the extent that a novel or unusual category member is more atypical of the category, typicality
and affect are related negatively (Ward & Loken, 1988). In this case, the atypical members of the
category are positively valued for their novel attributes. An area for future research is to investigate
under what conditions these attributes are considered novel and positive, and under what condi
tions they appear atypical and less positive. In sum, however, most studies support a strong posi
tive, linear relationship between typicality and affect, as long as the category has valued attributes.
In more limited contexts, a nonlinear or even a negative relationship may exist.
METHODOLOGY AND ANALYTIC TECHNIQUES
In examining the extensive roles that category representation and category inference play in con
sumer information processing, researchers have had to draw on a diverse set of traditional meth
odologies, but have relied primarily on two. Many studies of category structure (e.g., category
stabilitylflexibility and graded structure) have relied on correlational methods. As mentioned in
an earlier section, various measures (ideals, attribute structure, fuzzy-set measures) are correlated
with global measures of prototypicality (e.g., Barsalou, 1985, Loken & Ward, 1987, 1990; Ward
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& Loken, 1986; Viswanathan & Childers, 1999). Similar correlational studies have been used in
studying the roles that context and goals play in altering category representations (e.g., Barsalou
1982; Ratneshwar & Shocker 1991), and in altering the relationship between prototypicality and
affect (Loken & Ward 1990; Ward & Loken 1988). One pertinent question is whether some of the
measures discussed earlier (e.g., ideals, attribute structure, fuzzy set-based measures) can accom
modate both taxonomic categories (which often have surface-level resemblances) and situational,
goal-derived categories. The ideals measure captures the common goal(s) for both taxonomic and
goal-derived categories (Barsalou, 1985; Loken & Ward, 1990). The attribute structure measure
(Loken & Ward, 1990; Viswanathan & Childers, 1999) and fuzzy set measures (Viswanathan &
Childers, 1999) capture the central tendency of categories, and feature elements can include both
physical and nonphysical features of the category, as well as goals and/or image attributes. In the
case of all three measures, the underlying attributes and goals are accessed via represeJ?tations that
are accessible for the category. Furthermore, because the attributes accessible in one context may
differ from those accessible in another, the measures can accommodate and allow researchers to
predict category fluctuations as a function of context.
The majority of the research in consumer categorization has relied not on correlational meth
ods, but on experimental methods. When investigating category inferences in the context of brand
categories and brand extensions, for example, researchers have typically presented consumers with
information about a new category member (the extension) and then asked them to provide one
of several conceptually relevant responses (e.g., choice, purchase intention, evaluation, beliefs,
cognitive responses, see Aaker & Keller, 1990; Gurhan-Canli & Maheswaran, 1998; John, Loken,
& Joiner, 1998; Lane, 2000; Loken & John, 1993; Meyvis & Janiszewski, 2004; Milberg, Park, &
McCarthy, 1997). In these experiments, stimuli (extensions) and context information (brand cat
egory characteristics) are sampled or created such that the factors of interest that are being tested
vary (e.g., presence ofbrand specific associations, Broniarczyk & Alba, 1994; brand breadth, Meyvis
& Janiszewski, 2004; brand variability, Dacin & Smith, 1994; extension-category similarity Park,
Milberg, & Lawson, 1991). Similar experimental methods have been used to examine the role of
concepts in memory (e.g., Keller, Heckler, & Houston, 1998; Zhang & Markman, 1998) and infer
ences in induction (Levin & Levin, 2000; Park, Jun, & Shocker, 1996). Research on category expan
sion and flexibility has utilized measures of clustering and categorization/grouping as dependent
variables (e.g., Isen & Daubman, 1984; Kahn & Isen, 1993; Lee & Sternthal, 1999), as has research
on expertise and category structure (e.g., Cowley & Mitchell, 2003).
Finally, researchers who have focused on the question of category activation have used priming
as a means of gaining insight into the relative accessibility of concepts for information processing.
Morrin (1999), for example, used a priming and response time methodology to investigate what
impact brand extensions had on the accessibility of parent brand associations (see also e.g., Pech
mann & Knight, 2002; Grewal et al., 1997; Forehand & Deshpande, 2001).
An interesting question is whether a greater future focus on the modality-specific representa
tion view of conceptual knowledge proposed by Barsalou (1999) will require a broadening of the
methods used to examine concepts and categorization.

CONCLUSIONS
Consumer research that borrows from theories of categorization dates back to the mid-1980s. Dur
ing the subsequent two decades, consumer researchers have identified applications beyond tradi
tional product categories that include brand categories, goal-related categories, cultural categories,
and service employee categories, among others. Research has found that the categories typically
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examined in consumer psychology have both stability and flexibility of structure, and that they are
used across diverse environmental contexts. Also, consumers often adopt categories on the basis
of goal-based criteria, rather than on more traditional structural and taxonomic criteria, and these
goal-derived categories, as well as categories based upon one's self-view, are quite malleable and
membership depends on the consumer context.
Research that further examines the roles of the brain's modality-specific systems in higher
cognition is needed. Barsalou's (1999) conceptualization of categories as residing in these systems
could be a fruitful direction for future research. Future research could aim to increase our under
standing of how modality-specific processing and simulation affect consumers' perceptions of new
category members, their representations of categories, and their inferences about new and existing
category members.
Research has also furthered our understanding of factors that influence category inf~rences, spe
cifically, inferences from category beliefs and attitudes to new category instances. Much of the work
on category inferences has been conducted in the context of brand categories. Early research on the
global construct of similarity gave way to more thoughtful analyses of the various dimensions of
similarity relevant to understanding inferences from brand categories to new category members
(e.g., similarity to the brand product categories, similarity to the brand's beliefs or image), along
with important moderating variables (e.g., accessibility, diagnosticity) that increase perceived sim
ilarity and category inferences. Most research has examined category inferences pertaining to new
category members (brand extensions), with relatively little research being conducted on factors
that impact inferences between existing category members. For example how might advertising of
Healthy Choice soups affect inferences about Healthy Choice frozen dinners? Or, if one branded
product (say, Healthy Choice soups) increases in quality over time, how will this affect inferences
about the quality of other branded products (e.g., Healthy Choice frozen dinners)?
Consumer research on inferences has also found that information about new category members
(e.g., brand extension failures) can impact category beliefs, as long as the information about cat
egory members is accessible and relevant to the original category beliefs. Future research could also
examine whether existing category members that are accessible and perceived negatively impact
perceptions of the category as a whole. Also, the conditions under which representations of current
category members are stable or unstable (e.g., if retrieved consistently across settings vs. inconsis
tently) may also influence the ability of category representations to resist change.
Consumer research has also examined conditions under which a new category member (typi
cally a brand extension) is likely to be accepted as a category member of a favorably viewed cat
egory. Research that examines category expansion finds that certain motivational (e.g., positive
mood), ability (e.g., product expertise), and contextual (e.g., category diversity) factors increase
acceptance of new category members.
The extensive research on the relation between similarity (typicality) and affect generally shows
a positive linear relationship between the two. Exceptions to this positive relationship occur, how
ever, and a greater understanding of these contingencies would be useful. In particular, how preva
lent and important are these exceptions? What is the impact of these exceptions on marketing
decisions?
In conclusion, in the past two decades, consumer research on category representation and cat
egory inferences has yielded important theoretical and managerial insights. Consumer researchers
have found categorization concepts useful for a variety of types of consumer-driven categories and
for a variety of marketing applications. Consumer categorization research has used insights from
cognitive and social psychology to further understand consumer applications such as branding
and goal-derived categories. These findings, in turn, increase our basic understanding of how cat
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egories are represented, the nature of retrieval of category representations, the functional location
of category representations, the conditions under which category inferences are generated, and
contextual factors that influence flexibility of category boundaries.
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NOTE
1. More generally, researchers in cognitive science define a category as a set of entities, states, or events
that appear coherently related in some way. In turn, they define a category representation as the inte
grated knowledge acquired from experiencing the category's members, and also from reasoning about
them (Barsalou, 2003a, 2003b; Murphy, 2002; Smith & Medin, 1981). The term concept is often used
interchangeably with the term category representation, with both referring to mechanisms in the cogni
tive system that represent and process categories.
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